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Android Manifest File 

 Storing application resources in a single place is a more 

organized approach to development and makes the code 
more readable and maintainable. 
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What Are Resources? 

 All Android applications are composed of two things: 
functionality (code instructions) and 

 data (resources). 

 

 The functionality is the code that determines how your 
application behaves. This includes any algorithms that make 
the application run. 

 

 Resources include text strings, images and icons, audio files, 
videos, and other data used by the application. 
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Storing Application Resources 

 Android resource files are stored separately from the java 
class files in the Android project. 

 

 Most common resource types are stored in XML. 

 

 Store raw data files and graphics as resources. 
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Understanding the Resource Directory 
Hierarchy 

 Resources are organized in a strict directory hierarchy within 
the Android project. 

 

 All resources must be stored under the /res project directory 
in specially named subdirectories that must be lowercase. 

 

 Different resource types are stored in different directories. 

 

 The resource sub-directories generated when you create an 
Android project using the Eclipse plug-in 
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Understanding the Resource Directory 
Hierarchy 

Default Android Resource Directories 

 

 

 

 

Resource sub-directory Purpose 

/res/drawable-*/ Graphics Resources 

/res/layout/ User Interface Resources 

/res/values/ Simple Data such as Strings 
and Color Values, and so on 
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Understanding the Resource Directory 
Hierarchy 

  Each resource type corresponds to a specific resource 
subdirectory name. 

 For example, all graphics are stored under the /res/drawable 
directory structure. 

 For example, the /res/drawable-hdpi directory stores graphics 
for high-density screens 

 /res/drawable-ldpi directory stores graphics for low-density 
screens, and the 

 /res/drawable-mdpi directory stores graphics for medium-
density screens. 
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Understanding the Resource Directory 
Hierarchy 

 If you had a graphic resource that was shared by all screens, 
you would simply store that resource in the /res/drawable 
directory. 

 Using the Android Asset Packaging Tool 

 The plug-in detects new resources when you add them to the 
appropriate project resource directory under /res 
automatically. 

 

 These resources are compiled, resulting in the generation of 
the R.java file, which enables you to access your resources 
programmatically. 
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Understanding the Resource Directory 
Hierarchy 

 aapt tool in the /tools subdirectory of each specific Android 
SDK version command- line interface to compile your 
resources and package your application binaries to deploy to 
the phone or emulator. 
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Resource Value Types 

 Android applications rely on many different types of 
resources—such as text strings, graphics, and color schemes—
for user interface design. 

 

 These resources are stored in the /res directory of your 
Android project in a strict (but reasonably flexible) set of 
directories and files. 

 

 All resources filenames must be lowercase and simple (letters, 
numbers, and underscores only). 
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Resource Value Types 

  

 

 

 

/res/values 

strings.xml 

Strings <string> 

Strings pluralization 

<plurals>, <item> 

Array of strings 

<string-array>, <item> 

bools.xml 
Booleans 

<bool> 

colors.xml 
Colors  

<color> 
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Resource Value Types 

  

 

 

 

/res/values 

Dimens.xml Dimensions <dimen> 

integers.xml 

Integers 

<integer> 

Array of integers 

<integer-array>, <item> 

Arrays.xml 
Mixed-type arrays  

<array>, <item> 
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Resource Value Types 

  

 

 

 

/res/values 

styles.xml 

themes.xml 
Styles & Themes <style> 

drawables.xml Simple drawables  <drawable> 
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Resource Value Types 

  

 

 

 

/res/color 
buttonstates.xml 

Indicators.xml 
<selector>, <item> 

/res/drawable 
Icon.png / 
logo.png Grpahics (Supported 

graphics files 

or drawable definition 

XML files such as 

shapes.) 

sequence1.xml 

sequence2.xml 

Frame-by-Frame animation 

<animation-list> 

<item> By : - Hetal Thaker 

Resource Value Types 

  

 

 

 

/res/menu 
mainmenu.xml 

helpmenu.xml 
Menus <menu> 

/res/xml 
data.xml 

data2.xml 
XML files defined by 

developer 

/res/raw 
jingle.mp3 

somevideo.mp4 

helptext.txt 

Raw files, defined by the 
developer 

/res/layout 
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  Storing Simple Resource Types 
Strings 

 

 Each resource file under the /res/values directory should 
begin with the following XML header : 

 <?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”utf-8”?> 

 root node is <resources>  followed by specific resource type 
elements  such as <string> or <color>. 
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  Storing Graphics, Animations, 
Menus, and Files 

 

 Store numerous other types of resources, such as animation 
sequences, graphics, arbitrary XML files, and raw files. 

 

 These types of resources are not stored in the /res/values directory 

 

 Instead stored in specially named directories according to their 
type. 

 

 E.g. animation sequence definitions in the /res/anim directory. 
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How Resources Are Resolved 

 An android project resources can be organized based upon 
more than a dozen different types of criteria,  

– including language and region,  

– screen characteristics,  

– device modes (night mode, docked, and so on), 

–  input methods, and  

– many other device differentiators. 

 

 Resources stored at the top of the resource hierarchy as 
default resources and  

 the specialized versions of those resources as alternative 
resources By : - Hetal Thaker 

How Resources Are Resolved 

 Common reasons that developers use alternative resources 
are: 

 “for internationalization and 
localization purposes and to 
design an application that runs 
smoothly on different device 
screens and orientations.” 
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How Resources Are Resolved 

 Default resources example : 

 

 The resources are stored in the top-level resource directories 
(for example, /res/values/strings.xml, 
/res/drawable/myLogo.png, and /res/layout/main.xml).  

  

 No matter what Android device (huge hi-def screen, postage-
stamp-sized screen, English or Chinese language or region, 
portrait or landscape orientation, and so on), you run this 
application on, the same resource data is loaded and used. 
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How Resources Are Resolved 

 Alternative resources example : 

 

 Create alternative string resources in Chinese simply by 
adding a second strings.xml file in a resource subdirectory 
called /res/values-zh/strings.xml (note the –zh qualifier). 

 

 Provide different logos for different screen densities by 
providing three versions of myLogo.png: 

•  /res/drawable-ldpi/myLogo.png (low-density screens) 

•  /res/drawable-mdpi/myLogo.png (medium-density screens) 

•  /res/drawable-hdpi/myLogo.png (high-density screens) 
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How Resources Are Resolved 

 The application would look much better if the layout was 
different in portrait versus landscape modes 

  Change the layout around, moving controls around, in order 
to achieve a more pleasant user experience, and  

 provide two layouts: 

  

  /res/layout-port/main.xml (layout loaded in portrait mode) 

  /res/layout-land/main.xml (layout loaded in landscape mode) 
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Android behavior for alternative 
resources 

 With these alternative resources in place, the Android 
platform behaves as follows: 

  If the device language setting is Chinese, the strings in 
/res/values-zh/ strings.xml are used.  

 In all other cases, the strings in /res/values/strings.xml 

 are used. 

 If the device screen is a low-density screen, the graphic stored 
in the /res/drawable-ldpi/myLogo.png resource directory is 
used.  

 If it’s a medium-density screen, the mdpi drawable is used, 
and so on. 
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Android behavior for alternative 
resources 

 If the device is in landscape mode, the layout in the 
/res/layout-land/main.xml is loaded.  

 

 If it’s in portrait mode, the /res/layout-port/main.xml layout is 
loaded. 
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Rules for alternative resources 

 Four important rules to remember when creating alternative 
resources: 

• If an alternative resource does not exist, the default resource 
is used. 

• Alternative resources must always be named exactly the same 
as the default resources.  

 E.g. If a string is called strHelpText in the /res/values/strings.xml file, then 
it must be named the same in the /res/values-fr/strings.xml (French) 

 and /res/values-zh/strings.xml (Chinese) string files. 
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Rules for alternative resources 

 Four important rules to remember when creating alternative 
resources: 

• Don’t go overboard creating alternative resources, as they 
add to the size of your application package and can have 
performance implications.  

 

• Good application design dictates that alternative resources 
should always have a default counterpart so that regardless of 
the device, some version of the resource always loads. 

 The only time you can get away without a default resource is 
when you provide every kind of alternative resource 

 By : - Hetal Thaker 

Rules for alternative resources 

 String resource named strHello defined within the resource 
file called /res/values/strings.xml is accessed in the code as 

 R.string.strHello. 

 

 This variable is not the actual data associated with the string 
named hello.  

 

 Resource identifier is used to retrieve the resource of that 
type. 

 

 A simple way to retrieve the string text is to call 

 String myString = getResources().getString(R.string.strHello); 
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Setting resource values using Eclipse 

 There are two tabs at the bottom of this pane. 

 

 The Resources tab provides a friendly method to easily insert 
primitive resource types such as strings, colors, and 
dimension resources. 

 

 The strings.xml tab shows the raw XML resource file you are 
creating.  

 [ Sometimes, editing the XML file manually is much faster, 
especially if you add a number of new resources.] 
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Working with string resources 

  Working with String Resources 

 The application name is also stored as a string resource, by 
default. 

 String resources are defined in XML under the /res/values 
project directory and compiled into the application package at 
build time. 

 All strings with apostrophes or single straight quotes need to 
be escaped or wrapped in double straight quotes. 
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Working with string resources 

String Resource Value Displays As 

Hello, World Hello, World 

“User’s Full Name:” User’s Full Name: 

User\’s Full Name: User’s Full Name: 

She said, \”Hi.\” She said, “Hi.” 

She\’s busy but she did say, 
\”Hi.\” 

She’s busy but she did say, 
“Hi.” 
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Working with string resources 

 String values are appropriately tagged with the <string> tag 

 represent a name value pair. 

 The name attribute is how you refer to the specific string 
programmatically 

 
<?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”utf-8”?> 

<resources> 

<string name=”app_name”>Resource Viewer</string> 

<string name=”test_string”>Testing 1,2,3</string> 

<string name=”test_string2”>Testing 4,5,6</string> 

</resources> 
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Working with string resources 

 Bold, italic and underlining HTML-style attributes can also be 
added . 

 <string name=”txt”> 

 <b>Bold</b>, 

 <i>Italic</i>, 

 <u>Line</u> 

 </string> 
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Working with string resources 

 String Resources as Format Strings 

 You can create format strings, but you need to escape all bold, 
italic, and underlining tags. 

 <string  name=”winLose”> 

  Score: %1$d of %2$d! You %3$s. 

 </string> 

 If you want to include bold, italic, or underlining in this format 
string, you need to escape the format tags. 

 <string name=”winLoseStyled”> 

  Score: %1$d of %2$d!  You&lt;i&gt;%3$s&lt;/i&gt;. 

 </string> 
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Working with string resources 

 Using String Resources Programmatically 

 String myStrHello = getResources().getString(R.string.hello); 

 

 Access the string and preserve the formatting by using this 
other method: 

 

 CharSequence myBoldStr = getResources().getText(R.string.boldhello); 
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Working with string resources 

 To load a format string, you need to make sure any format 
variables are properly escaped. 

 <string name=”winLose”>Score: %1$d of %2$d! You %3$s.</string> 

 

 import android.text.TextUtils;  

 String mySimpleWinString; 

 mySimpleWinString = getResources().getString(R.string.winLose); 

 String escapedWin = TextUtils.htmlEncode(“Won”); 

 String resultText = String.format(mySimpleWinString, 5, 5, escapedWin); 

 

Score: 5 of 5! You Won. 
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Working with string resources 

 To load a format string, you need to make sure any format 
variables are properly escaped. 

 <string name=”winLoseStyled”> 

 Score: %1$d of %2$d! You&lt;i&gt;%3$s&lt;/i&gt;.</string> 

 import android.text.Html; 

 import android.text.TextUtils;  

 String myStyledWinString; 

 myStyledWinString = getResources().getString(R.string. winLoseStyled); 

 String escapedWin = TextUtils.htmlEncode(“Won”); 

 String resultText = String.format(myStyledWinString, 5, 5, escapedWin); 

 CharSequence styledResults = Html.fromHtml(resultText); 

Score: 5 of 5! You Won. 
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Working with string resources 

 Working with String Arrays 
 String arrays are appropriately tagged with the <string-array> tag and a 

number of <item> child tags, 

 <?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”utf-8”?> 

 <resources> 

 <string-array name=”flavors”> 

<item>Vanilla Bean</item> 

<item>Chocolate Fudge Brownie</item> 

<item>Strawberry Cheesecake</item> 

<item>Coffee, Coffee, Buzz Buzz Buzz</item> 

<item>Americone Dream</item> 

</string-array> 

</resources> 
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Working with Boolean Resources 

 Boolean resources can be used to store information about 
application game preferences and default values. 

 Boolean resources are defined in XML under the /res/values project 
directory and compiled into the application package at build time. 

 Boolean resource file /res/values/bools.xml: 

 Boolean values are appropriately tagged with the <bool> tag 

<?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”utf-8”?> 

<resources> 

<bool name=”bOnePlusOneEqualsTwo”>true</bool> 

<bool name=”bAdvancedFeaturesEnabled”>false</bool> 

</resources> 

 

boolean bAdvancedMode =  

getResources().getBoolean(R.bool.bAdvancedFeaturesEnabled); 
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Working with Integer Resources 

  Integer resources are defined in XML under the /res/values project 
directory and compiled into the application package at build time. 

  integer resource file /res/values/nums.xml: 

  Integer values are appropriately tagged with the <integer> tag 

<?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”utf-8”?> 

<resources> 

<integer name=”numTimesToRepeat”>25</integer> 

<integer name=”startingAgeOfCharacter”>3</integer> 

</resources> 

 

int repTimes = getResources().getInteger(R.integer.numTimesToRepeat); 
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Working with Colors 

 Android applications can store RGB color values, which can then be 
applied to other screen elements. 

 Use these values to set the color of text or other elements, such as 

 the screen background. 

 Color resources are defined in XML under the /res/values project 

 directory and compiled into the application package at build time. 

 RGB color values always start with the hash symbol (#).The alpha value can 
be given for transparency control. 

 

 int myResourceColor = getResources().getColor(R.color.prettyTextColor); 
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Working with Colors 

 The following color formats are supported: 

  #RGB (example, #F00 is 12-bit color, red) 

 #ARGB (example, #8F00 is 12-bit color, red with alpha 50%) 

 #RRGGBB (example, #FF00FF is 24-bit color, magenta) 

 #AARRGGBB (example, #80FF00FF is 24-bit color, magenta with alpha 
50%) 

 

Color values are appropriately tagged with the <color> tag 
<?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”utf-8”?>  

<resources> 

<color name=”background_color”>#006400</color> 

<color name=”text_color”>#FFE4C4</color> 

</resources> 
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Working with Dimensions 

 User interface layout controls such as text controls and buttons are drawn 
to specific dimensions. 

 Dimension values always end with a unit of measurement tag. 

 Dimension values are appropriately tagged with the <dimen> tag. 

 Dimension unit measurement  

 

<?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”utf-8”?> 

<resources> 

<dimen name=”FourteenPt”>14pt</dimen> 

<dimen name=”OneInch”>1in</dimen> 

<dimen name=”TenMillimeters”>10mm</dimen> 

<dimen name=”TenPixels”>10px</dimen> 

</resources> 

 

float myDimension = getResources().getDimension(R.dimen.textPointSize); 
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Working with Dimensions 

 If you are planning to target multiple devices, with different screen sizes 
and resolutions, then you need to rely heavily on the more scalable 
dimension units, such as dp and sp, as opposed to pixels, points, inches, 
and millimeters. 
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Working with Simple Drawables 

 Specify simple colored rectangles by using the drawable resource type, 
which can then be applied to other screen elements 

These drawable types are defined in specific paint colors. 

 Paintable drawable resources use the <drawable> tag. 

 simple drawable resource file /res/values/drawables.xml: 

 

<?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”utf-8”?> 

<resources> 

 <drawable name=”red_rect”>#F00</drawable> 

</resources> 
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Working with Simple Drawables 

/res/drawable/red_oval.xml: 

<?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”utf-8”?> 

<shape 

xmlns:android= 

“http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android” 

android:shape=”oval”> 

<solid android:color=”#f00”/> 

</shape> 

 

import android.graphics.drawable.ColorDrawable; 

 ColorDrawable myDraw = (ColorDrawable)getResources(). 

 getDrawable(R.drawable.redDrawable); 
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Working with Images 

Applications often include visual elements such as icons and graphics. 

Android supports several image formats that can be directly included as 
resources 

 

 
Supported Image Format Description Required Extention 

Portable Network Graphics 
(PNG) 

Preferred Format 
(Lossless) 

.png 

Nine-Patch Stretchable 
Images 

Preferred Format 
(Lossless) 

.9.png 

Joint Photographic Experts 
Group 
(JPEG) 

Acceptable Format 
(Lossy) 

.jpg, .jpeg 

Graphics Interchange 
Format (GIF) 

Discouraged Format .gif 
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Working with Nine-Patch Stretchable 
Graphics 

 The Nine-Patch Stretchable Graphics can be created from PNG files using 
the draw9patch tool included with the Android SDK under the /tools 
directory. 

 

 use stretchable graphics to allow a single graphic that can scale 
appropriately for different screen sizes and orientations or different 
lengths of text. 

 

 Android supports Nine-Patch Stretchable Graphics for this purpose.  

 

 Nine-Patch graphics are simply PNG graphics that have patches, or areas 
of the image, defined to scale appropriately, instead of scaling the entire 
image as one unit.  

 

 Often the center segment is transparent. 

fig_5.png
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Working with Nine-Patch Stretchable 
Graphics 

 The Nine-Patch Stretchable Graphics can be created from PNG files using 
the draw9patch tool included with the Android SDK under the /tools 
directory. 

 

 use stretchable graphics to allow a single graphic that can scale 
appropriately for different screen sizes and orientations or different 
lengths of text. 

 

 Android supports Nine-Patch Stretchable Graphics for this purpose.  

 

 Nine-Patch graphics are simply PNG graphics that have patches, or areas 
of the image, defined to scale appropriately, instead of scaling the entire 
image as one unit.  

 

 Often the center segment is transparent. By : - Hetal Thaker 

Working with Animation 

 Android supports frame-by-frame animation and tweening.  

  

 Frame-by-frame animation involves the display of a sequence of images in 
rapid succession. 

  

 Tweened animation involves applying standard graphical transformations 
such as rotations and fades upon a single image. 
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Defining and Using Frame-by-Frame 
Animation Resources 

 often used when the content changes from frame to frame. 

  

 used for complex frame transitions—much like a kid’s flip-book. 

 To define frame-by-frame resources, take the following steps: 

 Save each frame graphic as an individual drawable resource. It may help to 
name your graphics sequentially, in the order in which they are  
displayed—for example,frame1.png, frame2.png, and so on. 

  

 Define the animation set resource in an XML file within /res/drawable/ 
resource directory.  

  

  Load, start, and stop the animation programmatically. 
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Defining and Using Frame-by-Frame 
Animation Resources 

 simple frame-by-frame animation resource file 

 /res/drawable/juggle.xml 

defines a simple three-frame animation that takes 1.5 seconds: 

<?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”utf-8” ?> 

<animation-list  

xmlns:android=”http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android” 

android:oneshot=”false”> 

<item android:drawable=”@drawable/splash1” 

android:duration=”50” /> 

<item android:drawable=”@drawable/splash2” 

android:duration=”50” /> 

<item android:drawable=”@drawable/splash3” 

android:duration=”50” /> 

</animation-list> 
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Defining and Using Tweened 
Animation Resources 

 Tweened animation features include scaling, fading, rotation, and 
translation. 

 

  These actions can be applied simultaneously or sequentially and might 
use different interpolators. 

 

 Graphic animation sequences can be stored as specially formatted XML 
files in the /res/anim directory and are compiled into the application 
binary at build time. 

 

 A simple rotate operation—rotating the target graphic counterclockwise 
four times in place, taking 10 seconds to complete: 
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Defining and Using Tweened 
Animation Resources 

  <?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”utf-8” ?> 

<set xmlns:android 

=”http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android” 

android:shareInterpolator=”false”> 

<set> 

<rotate 

android:fromDegrees=”0” 

android:toDegrees=”-1440” 

android:pivotX=”50%” 

android:pivotY=”50%” 

android:duration=”10000” /> 

</set> 

</set> 
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Working with Menus 

  <?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”utf-8” ?> 

<set xmlns:android 

=”http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android” 

android:shareInterpolator=”false”> 

<set> 

<rotate 

android:fromDegrees=”0” 

android:toDegrees=”-1440” 

android:pivotX=”50%” 

android:pivotY=”50%” 

android:duration=”10000” /> 

</set> 

</set> 


